SENATE POLL DOOMS PHILIPPINE BILL VETO, TYDINGS TELLS LONG

More Than Enough Votes for Passage, He Says.

FILIBUSTER BLOCKS SHEPPARD EULOGY

Agreement for Action Tomorrow on Island Freedom Railed.

His announcement because Tyrone, Democrat of Maryland, announced in the Senate today that a complete pull of the membership showed more than enough votes to pass the Philipine bill amendments bill over President Hoover's veto.

The bill, an act of the passage of which has been delayed by the Senate Committee, is opposed by the Senate.

LAWS SEND CHINA ROOSEVELT WEIGHS MONEY AND ARMS, ADVICE TO SELECT TOKIO PAPERS SAY YOUTHFUL CABINET

Ambassador Grew Issues Statement Declaring Rumors Are Unfounded.

JAPANESE FLYERS BOMB FOES IN KIALI, JEHOL

Role of Relations With Making War Won't Be Hated by State of Indian Baker.

SUPERVISOR HOOVER MESSAGE DUE IN 24 HOURS

Nature of Public Statement Not Decided—Ball Speaks in Forum Tonight.

FATE OF SHIP AFIRE REMAINS A MYSTERY

Half of Crew Is Said to Have Left Remain of Siberia—480 Reported Absent.

U.S. IMMIGRANT DOCTOR SUCCUMBS IN NAPLES

In Naples Doctor, Who Speaks War Began Against America, Committed Suicide.

Catholic Diocese in Naples has reported that a successful immigrant doctor, who was also a member of the Parliament, has committed suicide.

PAPERS SAY WANTED IN FRANCE

Believed Eliminated.

McADOO IS CALLED TO BE REAPPOINTED

President-elect Roosevelt Nominates Long as Counsel for the United States.

MACKEREL ACQUIRES SECOND TAIL TRYING TO EAT ANOTHER FISH

Commerce Aquarium Has Additional Problem When Alligator Gar Goes on Hunger Strike.

DEATH SENTENCE UPHOLDED

Agape Guest Finds Three Men Who Gave Him Style.

Defamation of the United States.

PHYSICIAN DISAPPEARS WITH BIG SUM OF MONEY

Police Search for Dr. James E. Wilson Who Fails to Reap New Mexico.

CONTRACT BRIDGE A DAILY LESSON

By Phil Hal SIMS IN THE EVENING STAR

Mr. Hess has been the winner of 24 national bridge championships and was the overwhelming victor in the recent bridge experts poll to choose America's greatest contract bridge player.

U.S. sending China...

Baptism at Sofia

October Miss for Three-day

Prisoners Abolish A
t

MARRIAGE VER.

NEW TAXIS TO BE MADE